
Surplus NEC UHF amplifier modules. 
 

This article is for those who have obtained a surplus UHF TV module. 

 

The basic module has 4 FETs and will work at 432 MHz without any modifications except 

that the bias network pots need to be replaced and an output combiner has to be built. 

 

The bias pots have gone noisy on almost all of the modules and it is mandatory that they be 

changed before power is applied to the modules. A good replacement is a 10 k 10 turn pot but 

single turn is also acceptable. You need to change all 4 pots. If the pots are not changed, you 

will destroy the FETs. You have been warned. 

 

 
 

 

When you have changed the pots you will need to set up the bias again. The safest way is to 

apply 30 volts to the bias network alone. No voltage to the drain of the FETs. 

 

You can break the trace near the screw, highlighted above, and apply the voltage on the pot 

side of the break. With a multimeter read the voltage on the gates and adjust the pots for no 

more than 3 volts. 

Bias keying of the modules could be done at this break point by a relay contact. 



 

 

The 30 volt feeds are applied to the VDD pads on the PCB. Two are required. 

 

 
 

The module will draw about 16 amps at full power. 

 

It is recommended that forced air cooling be applied to the heat sink as there is at least 180 

watts of heat produced at full output. 

A standard module with the original bias voltage of 2.5 volts will produce 200 watts out with 

20 watts drive. With the bias adjusted to 3 volts ~300 watts can be expected with ~28 watts of 

drive. 

 

The Wilkinson combiner. 

 

  
The line length in FSJ4-75 is 121 mm for the outer with 5 mm tails on the centre conductor. 



The 100 ohm termination is soldered between the two centre conductors at one end. 

The other end is bridged together and had the output cable attached to it. 

  
 

 

 



The two amplifier output ports are connected to the Wilkinson combiner by two ½ wave 

lengths of coax. 

 

  
 

 

Once the above mods have been done all that remains is the testing. Apply power and start 

with low drive and increase slowly noting the output power. The gain should be better than 

10 dB if not check that the combiner connections are all good. If things still don’t look good 

check the bias voltage again. 

 

Good luck. 


